Abstract Through the study of hybrid cloud desktop , proposed technical solutions based on hybrid cloud desktop, On the basis of this, a detailed research and design of the hybrid cloud desktop is carried out, including the architecture of a hybrid cloud desktop solution and the PNS Desktop Virtualization (IDV), PNS Server Virtualization (VDI) and PNS QuickCloud cloud storage system integration, to achieve the centralized management and control of the client operating system, convenient and fast to meet the individual needs, centralized data management, the realization of the hybrid cloud desktop computer management, and improve the management level of the computer, improves the efficiency,it is virtual desktop changes to traditional PC desktop.
mode. In the process of daily office, mobile office demand is also increasing, office personnel in addition to the unit can handle the affairs and they can also in a local area network (LAN) of any piece of equipment, access to the unit of public resources, greatly improving work efficiency.
Design objectives and features
There are thousands of computers in schools, in view of the existing PC, they use IDV architecture to achieve a unified management of the virtual desktop, unified deployment, they improve management efficiency and reduce the failure rate. Virtual desktop to provide users with the current use of the PC as a variety of functions, they smooth use of the required software, smooth browsing web pages, and so on.
In view of the demand, we adopt the IDV virtual desktop and existing VDI, virtual desktop ,we can meet the needs of the existing management and teaching, the virtual desktop data of VDI andI IDV can be through a virtual storage to achieve interoperability. In the local area network, using the PNS desktop virtualization IDV server to push all kinds of operating system, software and services. In computer applications, have higher request for the client to use graphics performance, using common PC as the client, using PNS unique high performance local caching technology, it can fully play the PC local hardware performance, in order to meet the performance requirements.However, the client cannot access through the external network. Customer data are stored in the PNS cloud storage server.
Through the integration of PNS Desktop
Virtualization (IDV), PNS Server Virtualization (VDI) and PNS cloud storage system, you can achieve: z The client operating system centralized control z Quick and easy to satisfy personalized needs z Personal data of the centralized storage management .
z Internet remote office needs and remote data access requirements z The local virtual desktop application of high 
PNS IDV virtual desktop
PNS IDV virtual desktop uses is server network push mode, On the server side to install various user application system image, all the client uses the network boot mode and by server push operating system and service.
PNS desktop virtualization technology principles: 
Summary
For schools, computing center is a school for the students practice, is representative of the image of the school, building based on cloud desktop virtualization is a great revolution to the traditional desktop management, For the future schools has important significance for the development of computer technology.
